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A B S T R A C T

The article, through a number of case studies, aims at exploring difficulties and opportunities affecting Italian
military real estate assets re-use and, also, at developing an analysis of 1990s and 2000s military assets man-
agement. After an introduction of the theme, it will critically analyze the connection between legislative fra-
mework (divide it into two periods, firstly, between 1989 and 2013 and, secondly, starting from 2014) and re-
use procedures, delineating the relationship between the actors involved in the process, such as Ministry of
Defense, State Property Agency, and local authorities. Afterwards, it will focus the attention on three case studies
of military installations re-use processes in the Italian capital cities of Milan, Rome, and Turin, investigating a
“new” actor task in the procedures, real estate fund “Investment facility for the enhancement of public assets -
Extra Fund (F.I.V.)”, belonging to Investment Management Company “Cassa Depositi e Prestiti”. The paper
demonstrates, on one hand, Italian public policies inertia to link military properties alienation and urban re-
generation issues and, on the other hand, opportunities in a context of public financial crisis.

1. Objective and methodology

This work, through various case studies, aims to give a contribution
in the field of “urban studies” regarding the difficulties and opportu-
nities affecting the Italian military real estate assets re-use and, also, to
propose an analysis of their recent history management.

The methodology is the following: starting from the few researches
carried out in Italy in the field of “urban studies”, it has been introduced
the theme with the current international and national literature review.
Then, an analysis has been carried out on the connection between
legislative framework (divide it into two periods, 1989–2013 and since
2014) and procedures introduced in order to re-use military assets: this
phase of the article delineates the relationship between the actors in-
volved in the process, such as Ministry of Defense, State Property
Agency, and local authorities. After that, it focuses on the case studies,
analyzing three projects entrusted to a “new” actor in the procedures,
the Investment Management Company “Cassa Depositi e Prestiti”. The
society, through its real estate fund named “Investment facility for the
enhancement of public assets - Extra Fund (F.I.V.)”, is acting as a pri-
vate stakeholders in the attempt to unlock the planning, design, eco-
nomic and even social inertia related to urban regeneration projects of

former military assets in several Italian cities. In order to demonstrate
difficulties and opportunities of the ongoing procedures of military real
estate assets re-use, among the most significant experiences there have
been selected the cases of Mameli barracks in Milan, Guido Reni bar-
racks in Rome and Alessandro La Marmora barracks in Turin.

2. Introduction

After the end of the Cold War in 1989 and in the context of the crisis
that shook the Western countries capitalistic systems (with a grave
budgetary deficit), in the last decades of the twentieth century, the
alienation of military properties and their transition to civilian uses
began to take place (Markusen and Judken, 1992; Jauhiainen, 2002;
Strange and Walley, 2007). Former military and defense sites (including
all the assets built up for national defense, including arsenals, barracks,
casemates, hangars, bunkers, training grounds, and so on), were being
sold to wipe the public debt. Moreover, in many cases military prop-
erties no longer meet the army’s current needs. Further, they are often
located in areas that over time have become marginal in the changed
international strategic and logistical framework, as well as being out-
dated compared to a modern defensive system (or it would require
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